Swatch Watch Too Many Memories GZ217

(View and buy online)
Buy your watch Swatch Too Many Memories with two years of guarantee in our online Swatch shop

This fascinating Swatch Art Special from Enki Bilal has a matt black silicone strap and loop with a solid black plastic buckle. On the six o’clock side of the strap, an embossed black lizard crawls toward the dial. The case in solid matt black plastic frames a portrait drawn in pencil of a young woman gazing directly at the viewer. In the absence of all numerals and indexes elegant white hour and minute hands and a slim silver seconds hand mark the time.

Family: Swatch Originals / Swatch Gent
Collection: Spring-summer 2010 watches
Recommended for: Men, women, boys and girls
Color: Black
Type of case: Plastic black (33 mm / 1.30”)
Hands (h, m, s): White, white, silver
Type of strap: Silicone (17mm / 0.67”)
Features: Water-resistant (30 meters / 100 feet)
Swiss made precision quartz
Special packaging